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KEY PLAN
DETAIL PLAN 1 (Scale 1:1000 @A1)

The Mayne River flows through the site from west to east into Baldoyle Bay. Within the lands the

river flows within a wooded valley. 2no. historic amenity ponds are located within the valley south

of the house (level of lower pond approx. 1m below upper pond) with the re-aligned Mayne river

located within deep ditch to the south of ponds. The perimeter trees around the ponds are younger

than the original woodland trees, suggesting that the ponds were constructed after the original

house.The main aims of the ponds include : Provide greater 'visual' connection to the ponds,

Utilise the ponds to assist in the SuDs train process, Provide public access along the river valley

and FCC preference is to avoid use of fencing around perimeter of ponds and to utilize planting to

provide 'natural' barrier to water's edge.

Mayne River Greenway -The Mayne River Greenway will provide a strategic new multi functional

recreational amenity incorporating GI, which will also provide a setting for biodiversity and water

management. The key components of the greenway include: Retention and enhancement of

existing woodland, Network of new pedestrian/cycle routes connecting the SHD lands with the

existing public space network , Incorporation of SuDs measures including a SW detention basin to

engineers design details  and a range of active and passive recreation uses. A natural play facility

is proposed, which is overlooked by proposed residential properties for the purpose of passive

surveillance.

Existing hedgerow retained

Existing Mayne River

Proposed bound Gravel /

Bitmac path
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DETAIL PLAN 2 (Scale 1:1000 @A1)

The proposed landscape strategy forms part of the overall public space network

within the overall development. The public spaces are distributed throughout the

development to complement and enhance the site layout plan, with the main public

spaces located within the centre of the development. The proposed public spaces

contain a number of elements including: the retention of key field hedgerows

incorporated into proposed GI corridors, pedestrian/cycle routes, informal play

space, natural play facility, high quality paving materials and furniture to

streets/spaces/squares, SuDs components and native trees,hedgerow

enhancement and wildflower meadow.

Belcamp GI Corridor

The Belcamp GI corridor provides for the retention of the hedgerow trees and

drainage ditch along the northern boundary and extends around the perimeter of the

SHD lands. The new GI element will comprise the provision of a high quality linear

route and the creation of key linkages to other proposed new public spaces within

the SHD lands. The GI corridor will provide for enhanced biodiversity and water

management, and may contain exercise equipment as part of the Belcamp active

recreation strategy

Proposed native woodland and

wildflower planting

Proposed bound gravel/

bitmac path
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Proposed exercise equipment

Proposed exercise equipment
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